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Pleuropulmonary blastoma: report of 2 cases
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Abstract
Pleuropulmonary blastoma (PPB) is a rare, malignant intrathoracic tumor that occurs mostly in children before 5
years old. It consists about 15% of all primary pediatric pulmonary tumors and shows various mesenchymal
components. Its presentations are nonspecific and common symptoms include fever, cough, chest pain,
respiratory distress, and pulmonary infection. PPB should be considered in the differential diagnosis of solid and
cystic lesions of thorax in children. Surgery is the main treatment of PPB that followed by chemotherapy.
Radiotherapy has controversial effects on PPB. For recurrent tumors, bone marrow transplant is recommended.
Two cases of this rare tumor is reported to increase the awareness about this entity and considering it in
differential diagnosis of solid and cystic lesions of thorax in infants and children. The first case initially was
treated with vincristine, actinomycin-D, and cyclophosphamide (VAC) regimen. Following relapse, it was
scheduled with ifosfamide, vincristine, actinomycin-D and doxorubicin (IVADo) regimen and radiotherapy.
Then, autologous stem cell rescue (ASCR) was recommended; but the patient was expired due to progressive
disease before considering it. The second case was first treated with ifosfamide and doxorubicin alternate with
ifosfamide and etoposide (IDo/ IE regimen). Following relapse, it was scheduled with ifosfamide, carboplatin
and etoposide (ICE) chemotherapy regimen and he felt better.
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Introduction
Pleuropulmonary blastoma (PPB) is a lung
cancer that is very uncommon in children
(1). It was described at the first time by
Manivel et al. in 1988 as a distinctive
neoplasm. Morphologically, it shows three
subtypes and a fourth type was added in
2006(1, 2). The prognosis is strongly
correlated with the histological type. In
this report, two cases of PPB were
presented in order to discuss the clinical,
histopathological, immunohistochemical
features, and the differential diagnosis of
the disease.

Case 1
A 3- year-old boy was admitted to the
Emam Hossein children hospital of
Isfahan, Iran, with cough and dyspnea in

2012. Physical examination revealed
respiratory distress with decreased breath
sounds in the left hemi thorax. Chest X-ray
showed left sided mass associated with
shift of heart and mediastinum to the right
and increased interstitial marking of
middle zone in left lung field (Fig 1-A).
Chest computerized tomography (CT) scan
revealed an irregular thick wall cystic
lesion with nodular wall containing air
fluid level in the left hemithorax without
pleural effusion and invasion to the
adjacent structures (with mild pressure on
mediastinum and left main bronchus) (Fig
1-B). Hematological and biochemical
measures were within normal limits. In
past medical history, he had history of
pneumothorax following rib fracture due
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to a blunt trauma to the chest wall during
playing in park seven months ago that
chest tube was inserted for him and after
several days he was discharged from
hospital with good condition.
The patient underwent left thoracotomy,
which demonstrated a multinodular
relatively well defined mass, totally
resected. The multinodular resected mass
showed variegate appearance, totally
14x11x3 cm, fragments of thickened
pleural tissue attached to some fragments,
no area of cystic tissue was noted, on cut
surface showed heterogeneous consistency
some fragile. Microscopic slides revealed
neoplastic proliferation of mesenchymal
cells in loose connective tissue merging to
fibrosarcoma like (Figure 2-A), area of
large bizarre pleomorphic multinucleated
cells as MFH and also nodules of benign
appearing to malignant cartilage (Figure 2B).
Immunohistochemical
staining
blastemal cells showed positivity for
vimentin and negativity for CD117.
Diagnosis of pleuropulmonary blastoma
type II was made and documents was sent
to the International Pleuropulmonary
Blastoma Registry, Minnesota, USA, for
confirmation. CT scan of abdomen and
brain were normal and bone scintigraphy
revealed no abnormality.
Chemotherapy started with VAC regimen
(vincristine 1.5 mg/m2 on first day,
actinomycin-D 0.015 mg/kg/day×5 on first
day, and cyclophosphamide 2.2 g/m2 on
first day with mesna). Reevaluation of the
patient after three months of chemotherapy
by chest CT scan revealed no abnormality.
The patient was asymptomatic for six
months but he was admitted again with
cough and dyspnea. Chest X-ray and CT
scan showed a mass in left hemithorax and
a core needle biopsy identified recurrence
of PPB and typed as predominantly solid
type II tumor (due to the presence of
microcysts). Neoadjuvant chemotherapy
including
ifosfamide,
vincristine,
actinomycin-D, and doxorubicin (IVADo
regimen) was scheduled for reducing the
tumor size prior to surgical resection and
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reevaluation of the patient after the three
courses of treatment showed significant
reduction in tumor size. The patient
underwent second operation and due to
adhesion to adjacent structures, mass
partially excited. After then, he was given
an additional 3 courses of IVADo regimen
but unfortunately after 6 courses of
treatment chest, CT scan showed increase
in tumor size. He was candidate for
radiotherapy. One month after the
completion of the radiotherapy, the patient
was referred to hospital with abdominal
pain and dyspnea, thoracic CT revealed a
huge lobulated solid/cystic mass in left
hemithorax associated with shift to right
side of heart and mediastinum and also
lytic destructive and expansible lesion
involved posterior arc of 4thrib.
Abdominopelvic and brain CT scan were
normal. The patient underwent third
operation and the mass partially excised
again and chemotherapy with topotecan
and cyclophosphamide began and high
dose consolidation therapy (HDCT) with
autologous stem cell rescue (ASCR) was
recommended but the patient died due to
progressive disease before initiating new
approach.

Case 2
A 26 - month-old boy was referred to the
pediatric clinic of Emam Hossein hospital
with fever and cough from 3 weeks ago
that
not
responding
to
medical
management, in 2013. Chest x- ray
showed a massive right side pleural
effusion. Family and past medical history
was unremarkable. Chest tube was inserted
and the fluid was drained. In last serial
chest sonography, a large lower lobe
heterogeneous mass (measuring 11× 9×
2cm) was revealed that was confirmed by
chest CT scan. He underwent thoracotomy
and the mass was excised totally.
Pathology report showed PPB type II and
adjuvant
chemotherapy
including
ifosfamide, doxorubicin alternate with
ifosfamide and etoposide (IDo/ IE) every
three weeks for a total of 6 chemotherapy
courses was scheduled. He was completed
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courses of chemotherapy and was free of
disease for 12 months.Next, follow up
chest X-ray and CT revealed a new right
lower chest mass (2× 1.5× 0.7 cm). The
patient underwent second operation and
tumor was removed. Pathology report

confirmed recurrence of PPB. He received
6 courses of ICE chemotherapy regimens
(Ifosphamide 1800 mg/m2 ×3days,
Carboplatin400 mg/m2 ×2 days, Etoposide
100 mg/m2 ×3days) and he felt better.

Figure 1.A: Chest X- ray, B: Chest CT scan

Figure 2. A: Blastematous foci consisting aggregates of primitive malignant cells (x400), B:
Differentiated component of hyaline cartilage revealing relatively benign features as in this field
(×100)
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Discussion
Pleuropulmonary blastoma is a rare,
malignant intrathoracic tumor that occurs
mostly in children before five (4). At first,
it was described by Manivel et al in 1988
as a distinctive neoplasm (1). It consists
about 15% of all primary pediatric
pulmonary tumors (3) and more commonly
occurs on the right side. There is no gender
predilection (4). In 25% of cases, it occurs
in familial setting and can be associated
with malignant and benign lesions in first
and second-degree relatives (6).
PPB shows various mesenchymal
components and may be presented with
cartilaginous,
rhabdomyoblastic
or
fibroblastic
differentiation
(7).
Morphologically, it has three subtypes in
children and a fourth type (Ir) was added
in 2006(2). Type 1 (15%-20%) is
exclusively cystic, type 2(40%) exhibit
both cystic and solid components and type
3(40%) is a solid tumor without cystic
spaces (3).Type Ir (type 1- regressed) is an
abortive form of type I (2). Type 1 has the
best prognosis whereas type 2 and type 3
behave aggressively. These three tumor
types can progress over time from type 1to
type 3 (9). Immunohistochemical staining
(IHC) has little diagnostic value in
pleuropulmonary blastoma and diagnosis
can be assessed with histopathology alone
but IHC is supportive of the morphological
diagnosis and can be helpful for
differential diagnosis of other malignant
tumors (6).
PPB occurs not only in lung but also it
may arises from mediastinum, diaphragm
or pleura (10). It's presentations are
nonspecific and common symptoms
include respiratory distress, fever, chest or
upper abdominal pain, cough, anorexia,
and pulmonary infection (4, 9).
Neurological symptoms are seen in brain
metastasis (4).Pneumothorax and pleural
effusion are other symptoms (10).
Common sites of metastasis in PPB
include brain, bone, lymph node and liver
(8).The prognosis is strongly correlated
with
the
histopathological
type,
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mediastinal or pleural involvement, and
the presence of metastasis (11).
Management of patients affected by PPB
includes
surgery,
followed
by
chemotherapy,
further
surgery
or
radiotherapy if necessary (10).
Total resection of the tumor is the main
treatment of disease (12) and majority of
antineoplastic agents that have been used
to treat PPB include protocols for
rhabdomyosarcoma
(13).
Use
of
radiotherapy has not been agreed on PPB
(14). For recurrent tumors, bone marrow
transplant
including
high
dose
consolidation therapy (HDCT) with
autologous stem cell rescue (ASCR) is
recommended (2). In a study by Funda
Çorapçıoğlu et al., alternating ICE/VAC
regiments was used (14). In another study
by Guzin Gonullu et al., IE/VAC was also
used (15). Funda Çorapçıoğlu et al.
followed
the
patient
without
administration of radiotherapy (14).
In conclusion, PPB is an invasive tumor
with poor prognosis which is presented
most often with features that mimic acute
respiratory infection. PPB should be
considered in the differential diagnosis of
thoracic tumors in children. Main
differential diagnoses are congenital cystic
adenomatoid malformation, primitive
neuroectodermal
tumor,
rhabdomyosarcoma,
metastatic
neuroblastoma, extrarenal rhabdoid tumor,
desmoplastic small cell tumor, congenital
infantile fibrosarcoma, and metastatic
myxoid chondrosarcoma. Surgical excision
with clear margins seems another choice of
treatment for this tumor. Chemotherapy
should be considered for these patients
because in most patients, surgery is
incomplete and chemo-reduction followed
by complete resection may be another
option of treatment in highly aggressive
tumors.
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